February 13. 1976

Earl Raab

BEYOND HITLER
The in-service courses on Nazism for local public school teachers, have already
had some effect in the classroom.

At least some of the t eachers have been stimu-

lated to bring this subject more sharply to their students.

One Junior High School teacher decided to find out what his students already
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knew ab~ut Hitler,'· bef:ore f~rther .instructing them.
01;1

the subject.

In styn,1

t-~ey

obviously learned mainly from
the mustache, and

didn't knoy very

m~ch.

They wrote one-page essays
What they did know, they had

old movies on television.

They all knew about

a~ ".one' ~tu~·e~t ' put it: "When Hitler' would wallk down the aisle,

all the people would say: Hi, Hitler!"

But, they had also absorbed the feeling tone from those old TV movies.

The stu-

dents uniformly expressed a hatred for Hitl er [ A few mentioned his treatment of the
Jews and used that as the prime example of his villainy: "He was responsible for
killing the Jews.
But most of

~hem

He was one of the most bloodthirsty conquerors in history.n
were not quite sure why they disliked Hitler. One student

~rote:

"Almost .. everybody I know hates him, but I don't know why they do and why I do. n

It may be pertinent that Allen Vincent, head of the San Francisco Nazi Party, con. tinues t'o have trouble attracting active followers.

In an internal memo, just

before Golda Meir's visit to San Francisco, he complained:

"The turn out November 30 was poor.

One reason was the short notice, but that notice

said that everyoqe should stand by for December 10 demonstration ... I want: everyon~
who can possibl,e y make this event to go out a gainst' GOLDA MEIR.
so glad to be able to go against

that they are coming. up from Los Angeles.

[f some can travel 500 miles for this event, then our Bay Are.a people can make some

effort . also.

Please, Please, _please show up!"
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Well, the fact was that no more Bay Area stor m troopers showed up on December 10
than before .

Allen Vincent's local list still includes only a bout two dozen

bona f ide Nazis, no more than he had about a dozen years ago when he first appeared:
His lack of success does not signify that anti-semitism or fasci st sympathy has
disappeared from the face of America .

It probably signifies that anti -s emites

and fascist - prone people will avoid the Nazi tag and take their busine s s elsewhere.

And that probably has something to do with the anti-Nazi "feeling tone n

which still pervades America , as evidenced by the Junior High students quoted
above .

However , that feeling to;1e '\:rill n0t be

enou~h

if any crunch should come .

It is

not enough for young people to hate Hitler and the Nazi tag and the swastika .
They must also understand why they hate Nazism .

They must understand what Nazism

really is , and how it differs from a democratic political system . They must understand and prize political freedom .

Otherwise , they could have an antipathy to the

Nazis and still join an anti - semitic and oppressive politi al movement which would
be called by quite another name .

The Jewish community had a relevant experience just before World War II .

A massive

/---..,

porgram
Hitler.

w~s

launched by national Jewish agencies to influence Americans to despise

One premi s e of this program was that Hitler was associated with anti-

semitism , and therefore anyone who would come to despise Hit ler would automatically
come to despise anti - semitism .

The program was accompanied by an evaluative study.

It was di scovered that people who didn ' t like Jews could come to despise Hitler
and still not like Jews .

These Junior High School student s , none of whom were Jewish, had started their
schooling about a quarter of a century after Hitler ' s fall , and had not yet studied
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much European . history. : So perhaps the'; tr ·' old-movie e ducation was all they
have been expected to :.:1:have.
•

But after further classroom discussion, they were
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P·,

able to state a little -inore clearly why they hated Nazi sm.
"

That's a start • .

: •.

One of the p~poses of these in-service training courses for teachers
i'C

sponsored

~

....._
by the - s~hool sys~~~ , ~ith the stimul~tion and help of the JCRC and the Jewish
.

Welfare Federation -- Is to
modern pro'i:llems •
..... :.:

itself.
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de~oristate

.

the re·levance of the Nazi experience to

Apparently it , 'c·~ ,b'~ - don~; if th~ 'st.ud'y' goes beyond Hitlerism
:·.it..·:·:~
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